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Abstract
Recent improvements in key foundation technologies are set to potentially transform the field of 3D
Imaging and Display Holography. Full-colour digital and analogue holograms may now be created
with substantially better image characteristics than previously possible, leading to new types of
displays and new applications. In particular new recording systems, based on recent DPSS and
semiconductor lasers combined with novel recording materials and processing, have now
demonstrated full-colour analogue holograms of both lower noise and higher spectral accuracy.
Large format full-parallax digitally printed reflection holograms having fundamentally larger clear
image depths. Progress in illumination technology, for example the new LED lights, is leading to a
further major reduction in display noise and to a significant increase of the clear image depth and
brightness of such holograms.
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Abstract
Digital holography became properly available since its confirmation was established in 1994 [1]. In
few years, a lot of spectacular applications have been demonstrated such as microscopic imaging and
phase-contrast digital holographic microscopy [2], three-dimensional object recognition and securing
information [3], vibrations analysis with pulsed lasers and time averaging, also multidimensional
dynamic investigations [4] and digital color holography [5].
This paper presents recent developments in digital color holography, focuses on its applications in
the field of acoustics and mechanics and especially discussed the possibility of simultaneous 3D
measurements.
After a brief review on how the simultaneous recording of digital color holograms is made possible,
we will discuss about the different opportunities to reconstruct these holograms. In order to
compensate for the wavelength dependence of the pixel pitch in the Fresnel transform and to save
the physical horizon of the object, we present different reconstruction strategies based on the
Fresnel transform, spectrum scanning and convolution with adjustable magnification. The close
relation that exists between the optical phases encoded in holograms and the displacement at the
surface of any structure will be discussed, leading to the design of a simultaneous and full field threecolor sensing probe having the capability of measuring three dimensional displacement fields.
The principle of the three-chromatic holographic sensing is then adapted to structural mechanics and
acoustics. Illustrations of the proposed method concern applications in flow measurements at Mach
0.45, 3D surface acoustic wave visualization and measurement, and crack investigation in composite
materials. Since such new scientific instrument uses several laser wavelengths, attention must be
paid to the error-free holographic reconstructions. In this context, we will discuss about origin of
chromatism in digital color holography and propose a robust and simple method to compensate for
such aberrations.
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Abstract
In this work we demonstrate the capabilities of digital holography at 10.6 μm. Firstly, we show that,
using the long wavelength coherent radiation produced by a CO2 laser instead of visible radiation, it
is possible to record holograms of human-size targets, i.e. whose dimensions are comparable to the
ones of an adult.
In fact, our target is a 190cm tall plastic mannequin, placed at a distance of 300cm from the detector.
Thanks to the longer wavelength, the ratio between the wavelength and the pixel size is higher than
the ratio achievable with visible wavelength. As a result the maximum size of objects placed at 2m
distance from the detector raises up to 85cm (just to make an example, if a 632nm wavelength was
employed to capture objects at the same distance and maintaining the same set-up, the maximum
size would be 15cm). Then, we demonstrate that imaging alive people through smoke and flames is
possible by IR-Digital Holography. So far, the existing thermographic infrared cameras allows to see
people through dense smoke, sensing the radiation emitted by human body. However, these devices
are often blinded due to the flame emission, and the information of the targets beyond the flames is
unavoidably lost. On the contrary, lensless Digital Holography at far infrared avoids the typical
saturation of the camera detectors returning clear images of targets seen behind veils of smoke and
curtains of flames. Moreover, the lower interferometric and seismic noise sensitivity of IR-DH allows
the recording of dynamic human-size targets outside the lab, and therefore an easy detection of live,
moving people is achieved through both smoke and flames for safety applications.
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Abstract
The idea of storing information holographically has been around for almost 50 years. The lure of
holographic data storage (HDS) comes the fact that information is stored with a laser in three
dimensions; not two dimensions like every other dominate technology on the market: Blu-Ray, tape,
magnetic disk, and Flash. With a theoretical storage potential of 3.5 Petabytes in a removable disk
the size of a CD, it remains the holy grail of data storage. That is more than 100,000 HD movies on
one disk! However, many companies have tried and failed to bring the technology to market. With
this much promise, why has it never been commercialized?
The convergence of three independent commercial technologies that are fundamental to
holographic storage have provided the modern day framework that make commercializing
holographic data storage possible today: CMOS Cameras, micro-displays, and blue lasers. Leveraging
these technologies, Akonia Holographics is pioneering the world’s first commercial holographic
storage device. It is developing technology capable of storing 10Tbytes in a cartridge the same size as
LTO tape with a technology roadmap out to 40Tbytes over the next two generations.
The first generation HDS technology will be based on a recent advancement made by Akonia
scientists called Dynamic Aperture Multiplexing. It has the potential to reach world record areal
densities greater than 2.0Tb/in2, more than 2.8x more than previously demonstrated on an HDS
laboratory system.
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Abstract
Nowadays the losses due to counterfeit of goods and documents are estimated at 400 billion $ each
year. More than an economical problem, the counterfeit represents also a threat for the states due
to the terrorism or organized crime. Hologram Industries is a supplier of optical and digital solutions
to protect goods and value document such as passports, identity cards, driving license.
Founded on a 30 years expertise Hologram Industries is a leading company in the field of security
holographic foil industry. A review about most established security holograms types (also known as
Optically Variable Device, OVD) and their production workflow will be presented. A focus will be
done on a new class of components developed since 10 years: the Zero Order Device (ZOD).
ZODs rely on complex optical structures with nanometric dimension able to couple the impinging
light to resonant modes: extraordinary reflection and / or transmission phenomena could be
achieved. An example will be describe with the DID®, the first ZOD technology successfully
implement by HI on ID documents market. DID® allows the appearance of strong color in reflection
that dramatically shifts upon a rotation of 90° of the document. Last HI innovation in ZODs field
consists in using Plasmon modes to create astonishing effects in transmission and/or in reflection.
Finally, the presentation will open to the prospect of new controlling tool available to everyone: the
smartphone.

